DIVISION OF ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY
AP QA MEETING

Thursday, August 11, 2011
8:00 – 9:30 am
Dow Auditorium, Towsley Center

AGENDA

8:00 – 8:10 Introduction and Welcome – Jeffrey Myers

8:10 – 8:25 Power Failure: Recovery and prevention – Brian Dziubinski, Doug Gibbs, John Hamilton

GOAL: Share information and invite questions regarding response to power failure that shut down critical infrastructure

8:25 – 8:35 Histology Pilot: Improving flow in a “batched” business – Maegan Weighman, Stephanie Drewery

GOAL: Share information and solicit input regarding change in tissue processing workflow and staffing intended to reduce waits and delays and improve delivery of patients to signout rooms

8:35 – 8:50 Central Accessioning: A visual work place – John Perrin, Lilly Pritula

GOAL: Demonstrate the value of creating a visual work place as a countermeasure for previously discussed challenges in case delivery from central accessioning


GOAL: Share story and provide for open dialogue regarding the importance of effective communication for urgent and significant unexpected diagnoses in anatomic pathology